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As this long train of life sweeps into the golden distance to eternity carrying with it the souls of our honored dead, we are left awe-stricken as we gaze into the drear twilight of realities.

Words are oft times poor instruments of expression as we attempt to pay homage to our great leaders who have passed on into the vast, unexplored land of dreams, so far and yet so near.

Is it not, therefore, fitting that we, who have lived and worked under the light of this man of matchless modesty and refinement should pay tribute to his character, so full of majestic tenderness and wearing the white flower of a blameless life, and leave to history the praise of his achievements.

It is with unstudied and unforced feeling that we, who feel ourselves richer for his having lived, do bow our heads and hearts in solemn tribute to his noble and generous life so worthy of admiration.

Let it, therefore, be resolved that the life of this man, who, in the mild and mellow maturity of age, awaiting his call to that eternal silence, cast a noble light over our lives, shall not have been in vain, but shall sing itself forever into our memories, and forever echo in our hearts.

Therefore, we, the Students of the Lumpkin Law School, do pay our humble respects to the memory of our beloved leader, Judge Andrew J. Cobb.

The foregoing resolutions were adopted at a meeting of the students of Lumpkin Law School.